Post Mortem Care Standard Work - 5.26.20 1500
Spectrum Health Contact: Kristen Buck *Highlight denotes new content
Purpose: Post mortem care for suspected/confirmed COVID-19 patients

Seq.

Task Description:

No
1.

Key Point / Image / Measure

Who

(what good looks like)
Confirm deceased patient is a
suspected/confirmed COVID-19 patient.

RN or NT

Pronouncing provider can confirm if needed.
2.

Gather a blue plastic slide sheet (Lawson #
652634), and a post mortem body bag.

3.

Don Severe Respiratory PPE (if not already
on)
Refer to policy: “Expired Patient: Handling
and Disposition”

4.

https://spectrumhealth.policytech.com/docvie
w/?docid=41722&anonymous=true
Appendix B- “The Following instructions refer
to all patients”

Official Lawson name: SHEET
TRANSFER PATIENT
MOVER

RN or NT

RN or NT

Review entire standard work
as select items differ from
current practice.

RN or NT

RN or NT

5.

Take clean morgue cart, post mortem body
bag, and slide sheet into the patient room.
Lean the cart cover against a wall in the
room.
Proceed to perform post mortem care per
policy. Place the slide sheet under the body
to ready it for transfer onto the cart.

RN or NT

6.

RN or NT

7.

Open and place the body bag onto the
clean morgue cart, so that the flap hangs
over the side of the cart which will be next to
the bed.
Push the morgue cart right up against the
bed, with the flap of the body bag between
the cart and the bed.

RN or NT

8.

1

Seq.

Task Description:

No

Key Point / Image / Measure

Who

(what good looks like)
Bring the patient to the shroud.

RN or NT

9.

Use slide sheet to transfer patient into the
clean body bag (which is on the morgue
cart),
Prior to placing tags, complete a patient
identification double check to ensure
appropriate tagging of the patient

RN or NT

10.

Zip the body bag around the patient as
usual, after ensuring that body is labelled
with identification tag(s).

RN or NT

11.

12.

Wipe the top of the bag with a hospital
approved disinfectant. (ex Super Sani wipes)

RN or NT

13.

Attach the Severe Respiratory
Precautions isolation sign with tape to the
top of the body bag (per current policy)

14.

Place the cover over the cart and push the
cart near the door.

RN or NT

15.

Remove dirty gloves, sanitize hands and put
on clean gloves.

RN or NT

16.

Clean the cart cover with a hospital approved
disinfectant, then push the cart into the
hallway to a waiting staff member who can
transport the body to the morgue.

17.

Remove PPE, perform hand hygiene, and
exit room, or keep PPE on and stay in room
to strip bed, etc. to ready the room for
terminal cleaning.

18.

Patient’s belonging bag(s) is to be placed
inside a clean patient belonging bag and
returned to the family.

Do not bring the shroud to the
patient.

This ensures communication
of patient’s status to Security
and to the funeral home.

No PPE is required to be worn
by staff who transports morgue
cart to the morgue, per policy.

RN or NT

RN or NT

RN or NT

Refer to policy: “Expired
Patient: Handling and
Disposition”

RN or NT

https://spectrumhealth.policyte
ch.com/docview/?docid=41722
&anonymous=true

2

Seq.

Task Description:

No

19.

Key Point / Image / Measure

Who

(what good looks like)
Infection Prevention to contact the local
health department to notify of patient death
and provide required patient information

Nursing no longer needs to
notify the local health
department or Infection
Prevention

Infection
Prevention

3

Appendix 1:

4

Appendix 2:

5

